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Abstract 
Assume T is unidimensional, l-based and every minimal type in T is locally finite. If H is an 
A -definable irreducible group, we find an irreducible supergroup G of H in acleq(Zf) such that 
any connected subgroup of G”, n < w, is the connected component of a subgroup linearly 
defined over the ring End*(G) . In some cases we can take G = H. 
1. Introduction 
The present work takes its starting point from a question concerning l-based 
groups: It has been known for some time [7] that minimal groups are just vector 
spaces over their (division) ring of definable *-endomorphisms (modulo ac1(@) and, 
more generally, that algebraic dependence of independent generics in connected 
l-based groups can be completely described in terms of *-endomorphims (see Section 
1.2). Since the discovery of the group configuration by Hrushovski (see e.g. [3]), we 
know that groups abound almost everywhere in l-based theories. So it seemed 
reasonable to look for similar structure theorems in a wider context. It turns out that 
for certain l-based groups, in particular totally categorical ones, all structure is 
determined by the ring of *-endomorphisms of some (possibly larger) A -definable 
group. While it was known from pp-elimination of quantifiers for modules [2] that all 
modules are l-based, this gives a partial converse: Every l-based group satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 8 is a subgroup of a suitable A -definable essentially pure 
module, which is moreover “almost” quantifier eliminable. 
The paper extends the analysis of Buechler from [6] to the case of a unidimensional 
l-based theory T with all minimal types locally finite. The key point is the fact that 
there is a bound on the ranks of irreducibles algebraic in the group. In [6] the few 
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models assumption is used for that. Here we use instead the local finiteness assump- 
tion. The group G promised in the abstract is found as a group with irreducible 
generics of maximal rank. 
In Section 4 we give an explicit construction of G for some special cases. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard concepts of stability theory 
such as U-rank, strong types, canonical bases, etc. We will always be working with 
a stable, complete countable theory T = T eq and within a monster model Q? of T. 
Unless stated otherwise, T is assumed to be l-based (see Section 2.2) and unidimen- 
sional (i.e. all nonalgebraic types are nonorthogonal). From the unidimensionality it
follows in particular that T is superstable (by [S]) and that in this context the Lascar 
rank U on complete types is finite and equal to the Morley rank whenever the latter is 
defined. Any totally categorical theory satisfies these assumptions, but this more 
general setting has the advantage of being indifferent to adding infinitely many 
constants to the language. In fact in Corollary 23 it is shown that for groups this is the 
only difference. 
A type p over some set A is said to be minimal if it has exactly one complete 
nonalgebraic extension over any set B containing A, i.e. p is stationary of U-rank 1. 
General references are [l, 12, 131. 
2.1. Some geometric stability theory 
Every minimal type carries a geometry given by the algebraic closure operation. 
Comparing these geometries turns out to be a crucial point in the analysis of certain 
groups. 
Assume that cl is a closure operator on a set X and Y(X) is the corresponding 
lattice of closed sets. We say that cl is modular (Y(X) is modular) if a E cl(b, Z) implies 
a E cl(b, z) for some z E cl(Z) . 
A minimal type is said to be locally modular (or modular) if its associated geometry 
is. A (locally) modular minimal type is said to be locally finite if its associated 
geometry is over some finite field F. In our case every minimal type is locally modular 
(see [4]) and there is a finite field F underlying the geometry of all such types in T. 
2.2. l-based theories and groups 
A group is called basic if it is connected and A -definable in a l-based theory: By 
[9, Theorem 3.21 a l-based group is abelian-by-finite, so any basic group is abelian. 
Lemma 1 (Hrushovski and Pillay [9, Theorem 4.11). Let G be a l-based group, 
A -dejinable over 8, let 5 E G” and let A be any set. Then there is a basic group H s G” 
A -de$nable over acl(@ such that stp(ti/A) is a translate of the generic of H. 
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It follows that in a l-based group the only definable sets are boolean combinations 
of cosets of groups definable over acZ(@). 
For any group H let H- = ac@)nH be the subgroup of H consisting of elements 
algebraic in the empty set. For subsets (or elements) A and B of H, we write A = *B if 
A + H- = B + H-. Let G and H be A -definable groups. A *-homomornhism 4 from 
G into H is a homomorphism 4 : G -+ H/K for some finite subgroup K of H- where 
both I#J and K are definable with parameters. We define an equivalence relation on the 
set of *-homomorphisms from G into H by cr = * r if o(a) = * r(a) for all a E G. 
Let Hom*(G, H) be the set of *-homomorphisms from G to H and End*(G) = 
Hom*(G, G). After identifying = *-equivalent *-endomorphisms, pointwise addition 
and composition induce a ring structure on End*(G). Abusing notation, we also 
denote this ring by End*(G). If there is a 4 E Hom*(H, G) *-embedding H into G, we 
write H < * G. 
Let R be a subring of End*(G). We say that G is an R-*-module if G/G- is an 
R-module. 
Any c E End*(G) defines a subgroup S = ((a, b): a E G, b E a(a)} s G x H. We call 
CJ connected if S is. Note that in that case, for a E G generic, any b E a(u) is a generic of 
a basic subgroup K s H. 
By [S], for basic G, H, and for every r E Hom*(G, H) there is some IJ = * r which is 
connected and definable over UC@). 
The *-homomorphisms play an important role in the characterization of algebraic 
dependence in l-based groups. While it has been known for some time that algebraic 
dependence on independent generics is determined by *-homomorphisms, we will 
show that in fact all dependence is given by linear equations over the *-endomor- 
phisms of a suitably larger group. 
The following summarizes the previously known results, see [7; 6, 1.16(i)]. 
Lemma 2. (i) Let G and H be basic groups, and let A be any set. If a E G is a generic 
over A, and b E H nucl({a} u A) , then there is a CJ E Horn* (G, H) with o(u) = * b' for 
some b’JA and U(b’/A) = U(b/A). For A = 8 one can take b = b’. 
(ii) Iffurthermore G = GO x ... x G,, and a = (a,, . . . , a,), where the Gi are basic 
groups (so the ai are generic in Gi),for i < n, then there are oi E Horn* (G, H) such that 
C(U) = * Cl,oCTi(UJ. 
In particular, if G, H are minimal, basic and nonorthogonal, then they are *- 
isomorphic. The generic type of a minimal group G is locally finite if and only if 
End*(G) is a finite field. 
The following is a useful generalization of a lemma proved by Buechler for generics 
a E G (cf. proof in [6, Lemma 4.51). 
Lemma 3. Let G be a basic group, a E G and b E acl(u). Then there is a basic group 
H and some II/ E End*(G, H) such that $(a) and b are interalgebraic. Furthermore ifa is 
a generic of G, then b is interalgebraic with a generic of H. 
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2.3. Coordinatization and filtrations 
An important property of l-based theories of finite rank is the presence of rank 1 
filtrations (defined below). 
By [S, Lemma 1.51, if Cc B E A and A is not dominated by B over C, then for some 
a E acl(A) with stp(a/C) minimal, a JB A. Using this, the coordinatization theorem 
from 143 and facts from [S], it was shown in [6] that every nonalgebraic a is 
interalgebraic with a finite sequence (e,(a), . . . ,e,(a)) of finite nonempty sets, such 
that, letting Li denote Uj<iej(a), we have 
(i) for each k < m, L,+,(a) is dominated by Lk+ I(a) over L,(a), 
(ii) for every C E e,(a), U(C/Z+(a)) = 1. 
We call (e,(a), . . . , e,(a)) the stack associated with a, e,(a) the ith level of a and n the 
height of a, denoted by h(a). If a is algebraic, we set h(a) = 0. Both h(a) and 
&(a), i < h(a), are determined by a, the latter up to interalgebraicity. 
We say that a is irreducible if there are no b, c E acl(a) of smaller rank with 
a E acl(bc). Clearly for every a there are irreducible b,,, . . , bk E acl(a) (for some k) with 
a E acl(b,,, . . . , bk). For any nonalgebraic a let a = L,(,)(a). Clearly, if a is irreducible, 
then V(a/g) = 1. 
Lemma 4. (i) Zf c is irreducible and c J, A, then c E acl(A) [6, Lemma 2.111. 
(ii) If aJ,Bu{b} an d c E acl(b) is of minimal rank such that a JU B v {c}, then c is 
irreducible [6, Lemma 2.123. 
(iii) Let {a, b} v B be a set of irreducibles and a JU Bu {b}, then a E acl(bc) for some 
irreducible c E acZ(B). 
For A c %T let Y(A) be the lattice of (relatively) acl-closed subsets of A. Clearly, if 
A E B, then .9(A) embeds into Y(B) via the mapping C++acZ(C) n B. Y(B/A) denotes 
the quotient lattice of elements of P’(B) containing A. 
Let X = {a E V: a irreducible} and X, = {a E X: h(a) < n}. By Lemma 4(iii), we see 
that acl is modular on X and on X, (since X, is a&closed in X). Hence 2(X,) is 
a modular sublattice of Y(X). Since for every a E X,, U(a/X,_ 1) < 1, we see that the 
quotient lattice Y(X,/X,_ 1) is in fact a modular pregeometry on X, (as exchange 
holds) with underlying field F. 
We say that a basic group G is irreducible if its generic is. In this case, by [S], G CX 
and G has a unique basic rank 1 subgroup. Furthermore, by [16], End*(G) is local. Let 
G* = acl(G) nX. We see that P(G*) is modular. We say that a basic irreducible group 
H c G* with G < * H is the modular closure of G if the embedding _P(If)cj _!Z’(G*) is 
surjective (hence P’(H) is modular). 
Lemma 5. Zf G is an irreducible basic group and there is a bound on the ranks of 
elements in G*, then the modular closure is deBned up to *-isomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly, if H is a modular closure of G, the generic of H must have maximal 
rank in order for the embedding to be surjective. Now let H, H’ be modular closures, 
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and let a E H and b E H’ be generics with a 1 b. As in [6, Lemma 2.221, we find an 
algebraic triangle {a, b, c} for some irreducible c. By Lemma 2(i), H and H’ are 
*-isomorphic. 0 
Definition 6. A finite set A is called algebraic if x E acl(A\{x}) for all x E A. 
Lemma7. Ifb,aO ,..., a,EG*andbEacl(ao ,... , a,), then there are ai E acl(ai) n G*, 
for i < n, such that {b, ab, . . . , a:} is an algebraic set. 
Proof. The proof is by repeated application of Lemma 4 and induction. 0 
3. The main results 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 8. Let T be a unidimensional l-based theory, and let H be an irreducible basic 
group with all minimal types being locally finite. 
The modular closure G of H exists and any basic subgroup of G”, for n < w, is the 
connected component of a subgroup linearly de$ned over the ring End*(G). Furthermore, 
as a *-module G is generated by H. 
The following is a slight generalization of [15, p. 343: 
Lemma 9. Let A be a superstable group ofjnite U-rank, abelian, and with all minimal 
types being locally Jinite. Then A has only jnitely many connected subgroups. 
Proof. First we show that A has only finitely many minimal subgroups. Let AI be one 
of them. If there is another one AZ, let B2 = AI + AZ. If B2 does not contain all 
minimal subgroups of A, continue until B, = AI + ... + A,, contains all minimal 
subgroups of A. (Since at every step the rank of Bi goes up, this terminates after finitely 
many steps.) 
The kernel of the obvious projection from Ai x ... x A, onto B, is finite, so there 
is a l-l correspondence between the minimal subgroups of AI x ... x ‘4, and those 
of B,. 
We show inductively that if AI, . . . , A, are minimal subgroups of A, then 
AI x ... x A, contains only finitely many such. So let At, A2 be minimal subgroups of 
A. If there is a minimal subgroup of AI x A2 other than 0 x A2 and AI x 0, it is the 
graph of a *-isomorphism between AI and AZ. So we might as well assume that 
A, = A2 (because factoring by finite subgroups does not affect the number of minimal 
subgroups). There are only finitely many *-automorphisms of AI, which proves the 
case n = 2. 
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Now assume that Ai x ... x A,_ 1 contains only finitely many minimal subgroups, 
say Ci, . . . ,C,. With a similar argument as above any minimal subgroup of 
Al x ... x A, is contained in one of Ci x A,, . . , C, x A,,. But each of these products 
of two minimal subgroups contains only finitely many minimal subgroups. This 
shows that A has only finitely many minimal subgroups. 
Now let B c A be a connected subgroup. If B is not minimal, let B1 c A be 
a minimal (A -definable) group and let D1 c B be a definable group with connected 
component B1. Now consider A/D1 and take a subgroup Bz such that Bz/D1 is 
minimal in BIDI. (Clearly this does not depend on the choice of D1 with respect o B,.) 
Since the rank of Bi increases at each step, after finitely many steps we will have 
B, = B. But for each Bi there is but a finite number of choices, so the lemma 
follows. 0 
Corollary 10. If A is as above, End*(A) is jinite. 
Proof. Since any *-endomorphism is equivalent to a connected one, the corollary 
follows immediately from the previous lemma applied to A x A. I-J 
For any basic group G let G* again denote the set of irreducibles in acl(G), and let 
cl*(_) = acl(_)nH*. Let J+P be the set of elements of H* algebraic in an independent 
set of generics of H. 
The existence of the group G in Theorem 8 will follow from having a bound on the 
ranks of elements of 2. 
Proposition 11. If H is a group satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 8, then there is 
a bound on the ranks of elements in 2. 
Lemma 12. It sujices to prove the proposition for groups of weight 1. 
This will follow by induction from the easy lemma below: 
Lemma 13. Zf K = HI + Hz, and if ai E Hi is generic, for i = 1,2, with a, 1 a2, then 
a = al + a2 is a generic of K. 
Proof. Take a generic b E K, with blala2, and write b as bl + b2, for suitable 
bi E Hi, i = 1,2. We can assume blb2 Jala2. Then b + a = (b, + al) + (b, + 4 is 
also a generic of K where now bi + ai E Hi, i = 1,2, are generics. Since a, Ja2blb2, 
also 6, + a, 1 b2 + u2, hence a generic of K is presented as a sum of independent 
generics of HI and H2. 0 
Proof of Lemma 12. By Lemma 9 there are only finitely many weight 1 subgroups 
Hi of H, and by [6, Lemma 4.61 H decomposes as their sum. It follows from the 
previous lemma by induction that a generic of H is of the form x1= 1 ai where the ai are 
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independent generics in Hi, i = 1, . . . , n. So if bl, . . . , b, are independent generics of H, 
then they are algebraic in some set {al, . . . , a,,,“} of independent generics of the Hi. If 
ki is a bound for Hi, it follows from the modularity of cl* that k = I;= Iki is a bound 
for H. 0 
From now on until further notice we will work over some fixed saturated model 
M of T; i.e. all algebraic losure operations, generics, independence tc. are taken to be 
over M. In particular, H* now denotes the set of irreducible stacks in acl(H uM). 
Note that the assumptions on T are not affected by working over M and that having 
the bound on the ranks of irreducibles over M implies the existence of a bound on the 
ranks of elements in Z over 0. For suppose not. Then for arbitrarily large n < o, there 
are independent generics C = ci , . . . , c, (for some m) such that the algebraic closure of 
C (over 0) contains an irreducible element of U-rank n. Let 6 be a realization of tp(E) 
independent from M. Then the algebraic losure (over M) also contains an irreducible 
of U-rank n, contradicting the bound over M. 
Let 1 be the number of levels (of a generic) in H. From the assumption of the 
1-basedness and unidimensionality of the theory it follows as in [S, 1.16 and 4.53, that 
the closure operation cl(_) = ~cl(_uL~(%?)) ( over M) defines a projective pre- 
geometry on 8, (V/L,(%)) coordinatized by F. For a, b E e, (%‘/L,(%Z) with cl(a) # cl(b), 
we call cl(u, b) a line in this geometry. Note that the number of points on this line is 
well-defined and equal to IFI + 1. 
Definition 14. Let H be as hypothesized and assume that H has weight 1. Any set of 
the form cl*&, . . . , uk) n H* where the ai are independent generics of H is called 
a k-flat. 
Lemma 15. Every irreducible element of weight k in H* that lies on some n-jlut (for 
some n 2 k) lies on some k-jut. 
Proof. Let Q = cl*(q, . . . ,a,) be an m-flat and a E Q have weight k; i.e. 
a E ucl(u,, . . . ,a,,,, 6) for some 6~ M. We can assume that a is independent from 
ti = ai, . . . ,a,,_k. Let 6 be a realization of @(&/lad) inside M. There is an automor- 
phism fixing ad taking ti to 6. The image of a, _ k + 1, . . . , a, generates a k-flat (over M) 
which contains a. 0 
On any fixed k-flat Q = cl*(q, . . . , &) we define an eqUiValenCe r&itiOn wQ by 
b- ,c if b and c are interalgebraic over some d E Q with fewer than 1 levels. 
Clearly, if b N Q c, then cl(b) = cl(c); i.e. they determine the same point on cl(Q) in the 
pre-geometry described above. Conversely every point in cl(Q) is represented by 
a (unique) equivalence class of N Q: Namely if a E cl(Q), there is some d with 
fewer levels such that a E ucl(uI, . . . , akr d). But by modularity there is some 
c E ucl(u,, . . . ) ah) such that c and a are interalgebraic over d, i.e. c E Q represents the 
same point as a. Furthermore, if b, c E Q determine the same point in the geometry, by 
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definition and the modularity of cl* there is some irreducible stack d with fewer than 
I levels such that cl*@, d) = cl*(c, d). It follows that we can assume d to be in 
UC&r, . . . , ak), SO b “Qc. 
This says that for a fixed &-flat Q there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
points on cl(Q) and equivalence classes with respect o -Q. In particular, any 2-flat 
contains q + 1 equivalence classes. 
Independent irreducibles with the same number of levels are always nonequivalent. 
Note that equivalent stacks need not have the same weight. We define the geometric 
weight of an element a to be the minimal weight of any element b such that 
cl(a) = cl(b). 
On the other hand, we can define a projective pre-geometry cl, on H in terms of 
*-endomorphisms of H, namely let c E clo(ul, . . . , a,) if there are al, . . . , a, E End*(H) 
such that c - Cl= iaiai has fewer than 1 levels. By [S, Lemma 4.51, the underlying field 
of the associated geometry is F0 z End*(H)/I, where I is the ideal of noninvertible 
elements in End*(H). Since for 4 E I, 4(H) has fewer levels than H, c E clo(al, . . . , a,) 
implies c E C&-J,, . . . , u,)forc,u,, . . . . u,~H.SoF,isasubfieldofF. 
Let F = F,, F,, = F, the finite fields with q and r elements, respectively. 
Lemma 16. The number of equivalence classes containing an element of geometric 
weightkinuk-fiatis <(q-r)(q-rZ)...(q-rk-l). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. 
For k = 2 it is enough to show: For independent generics a, b of H, if c E cl*(u, b) has 
weight 1 and 1 levels, then there is an e E clO(u, b) with cl*(e) = cl*(c). (This says that the 
only equivalence classes containing weight 1 elements with 1 levels in cl*@, b) are those 
(r + 1 many) that are in cl&, b), leaving (q - r) many equivalence classes containing 
only elements of weight 2.) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that c 4 cl*(u) ucl*(b). Note that (a, b, c> 
is an algebraic triangle. Let u’b’ be a realization of stp(ub/c) independent from ub over 
c. So a’ E ucl(ubb’). Thus there are a, /I, p’ E End*(H) such that a’ = * au + /?b + rb’. 
Let e = * au + bb. Then e E ucl(u’b’)nucl(ub) and since ublCu’b’, it follows that 
e E ucl(c). Conversely, b’ 1 ub, so b’ Jeub. But a’ E cl@‘, e). Therefore also u’b’ J,ub, and 
c E ucl(u’b’) A ucl(ub) c ucl(e), so cl*(e) = cl*(c). 
Now suppose the lemma holds for k - 1. Let Q = cl*(ul, . . . , ak) be a k-flat. By 
modularity of ucl on irreducible stacks (Lemma 4) any element of weight k on this 
k-flat is an element of a line cl*(ui, c) for some c E cl*(u2, ‘.. . , &); i.e. c lies on 
a (k - 1)-flat and u,lc. Clearly, we have wt(c) = k - 1. By the inductive hypothesis 
there are d (q - r)(q - r’) ... (q - r“-‘) choices for c, so it is enough to show that 
there are < (q - rkW1) many equivalence classes of weight k in cl*(uI, c). Since 
cl*(uI, c) contains q + 1 equivalence classes and wt(uI) = 1, it suffices to find 3 f-’ 
many equivalence classes containing an element of weight k - 1 in cl*(ul, c). 
Fix representatives a i, . . . , a, for End*(H)/Z z F,,. Forf: (2, . . . , k} + { 1, . . . , r> let 
‘4, = (a/(Z)@ + a2? $Y3)“l + a3, . . . , a.f(k)ul + ak} . 
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Since aI, . . . , ak are independent, also A, is independent, hence P, = cl*(A,) is 
a (k - l)-flat and cl*(aI, Pf) = Q. There are rk-l-many Pr’s. Since c E cl*(ai, P,), by 
modularity of cl* there is an irreducible d E P, with cl*(al, d) = cl*(aI, c). So 
d E cl*(aI, c) has weight k - 1 and 1 levels. To finish we show that if f#f’ and 
de P,nP, then w(d) < k - 1. Otherwise, e,(d) has rank k - 1, hence 
/i(d) E acl(f,(Af))nacl(&I(AT)) gives that /,(A,.) E acl(el(AfC)). Choose i with 
f(i) #f’(i). Since a /(i) - af,(i) is invertible, a /(,a, + ai is independent from AF’, hence 
/i(af(i,ai + ai $ acl(e,(Ay)), a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Proposition 11. Assume that H has weight 1. The proof is by induction on the 
number 1 of levels of the group. 
For 1 = 1, any irreducible group is a minimal group, hence just a *-vector 
space, and the only irreducible elements in the algebraic closure of irreducibles with 
one level have rank one. Now fix 1> 1, and assume the proposition has been proved 
for 1 - 1. 
First assume that aI, . . . , a,,, E H are independent generics and c E cl*(aI, . . . , a,,,) 
has fewer than 1 levels. By Lemma 7 there are bi E acl(aJ such that {c, bi, . . . , b,} is an 
algebraic set. Using this lemma and induction on m, it follows that the hi’s and c 
have the same number of levels, where we can assume the b:s to be generics of 
irreducible weight one factor groups of H with fewer than 1 levels. By Lemma 9 
there are only finitely many such factor groups, to each of which we can apply the 
induction hypothesis. As c is algebraic in their direct sum, V(c) and, therefore, wt(c) is 
bounded. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 16 there is a bound k, such that for any m and any 
m-flat Q, if c E Q has 1 levels, then c is interalgebraic over some irreducible d with fewer 
than 1 levels with some b E Q of weight less than kl. It was shown above that we can 
assume d E Q. But we already showed that there is a bound k,_ 1 on the weight of 
elements of 2 with fewer than 1 levels, i.e. w(d) < k,_ 1. Hence w(b) < kl + k,_ 1. 
This gives a bound k* on the weight of irreducible elements in Z. 
In order to find a bound on the ranks of these elements, suppose now that 
cEcl*(a,,..., a,), with 1 levels for some m, where the ai E H are independent generics. 
We have in particular e(c) E acl(a,, . . , a,,,). Let X E { 1, . . . , m} be maximal such that 
{Li(aJ: i E X} is independent from e,(c). SO U(e,(a,), . . . , f,(a,)/{l,(aJ: i E X}) = 
LJV,(c)) < k*. 
Since dependence on stacks occurs from the lower levels upwards, it follows that 
cJ{ai: iEX), SO U(C)= U(c/{ai: iEX})<U(aI,...,a,/{ai: iEX})<k*.U(H). 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 11. 0 
Now we return to working over 8. From what will be shown later, it will follow that 
this bound is in fact a bound on the rank of all irreducible elements in acl(H). For 
now, we will say that elements of this maximal rank in s are relatively maximal 
irreducibles. A group whose generic is relatively maximal irreducible is called a rela- 
tively maximal irreducible group. 
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We now define the group G which will be shown to satisfy Theorem 8: Let 
aEacl(ai, . ..) uk) be a relatively maximal irreducible element where the oi are inde- 
pendent generics of H. 
Since Hk is a basic l-based group, we can apply Lemma 3 to a E acl(ci), where 
2 = (ai, . . . , uk) E Hk, to find a factorgroup G of Hk such that a is interalgebraic with 
a generic a’ of G. Hence G is a relatively maximal irreducible group. 
From now on we will fix this G and R = End*(G). For A E G, we write R(A) to 
denote the R-*-subspace generated by A in G. 
Lemma 17. Let 2 be an independent set of generics in H, and a E ucl(2) be irreducible. 
Then there are b, c such that (a, b, c> is an algebraic triangle and b is a generic of a basic 
subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let x be a generic of G independent from 1, so u_l X. We can pick an 
independent sequence z of generics of H with x E ucl(z) and z J.2. Hence ucl(x, 2) 
n H* ES. Since stp(u/g) and stp(x/xJ are nontrivial, locally modular minimal types 
which are nonorthogonal, there is some y E ucl(u, x) such that {x, y, u} is an algebraic 
triangle over 9 (and hence V(y/uxJ = 1). Therefore we can assume that y is also 
irreducible. Using the irreducibility of x, y and a, Lemma 4, and the dependencies of 
xy on a over a, xu on y over y and uy on x over x we conclude that {x, y, u> is an 
algebraic set. In particular wehave y E ucl(x, 3, hence y E X and U(y) < V(x). But 
y is interalgebraic with x over a, so LJ(y/u) = U(x/u) = U(x) and it follows that 
V(y) = U(y/u) = U(x), i.e. y.lu. 
Let u’x’ be a realization of stp(ux/y) independent from ax over y. We have u’l y, 
and a’ J,,x, so a’ 1 xy. In particular stp(x/y) = stp(x’/y) and x JYx’. Let b = x - x’. 
By the characterization of strong types on basic groups we have b 1 xy and b 1 x’y, 
so b 1 a’. 
Let c be the canonical base of stp(u’b/uxy). Since a’ and b are interalgebraic over uxy 
and c E ucl(u’b) , the set {a’, b, c} is algebraic, with b a generic of a basic subgroup 
of G. It remains to show that a’, b, and c are pairwise independent. From 
c E ucl(u, x, y) we see that c 1 b and a’ Jc. The independence of b and a’ has been 
established above. 0 
The previous lemma corresponds to [6, Lemma 4.43. In Sections 4 and 5 of that 
paper, Buechler constructs a sorted group 6. In the case of a unidimensional l-based 
theory T, one of the sorts of G is a group G max c G* with generics of maximal rank 
among the elements of G*, all the other sorts are basic irreducible groups G’ such that 
for some generics uo, . . . , a, E G,,, and rl/r E Hom*(G,,,, G’), C$i(ui) = c for some 
generic c of G’. Using G Buechler proves that if A E G,,,, then ucl(A) n G,,, = R’(A), 
where R’ = End*(G,,,) (see [6, Corollary 5.21). 
Now we can work with G instead of G,,,, and use the previous lemma instead of 
[6, 4.43. Then the same proof shows the following. 
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Lemma 18. (i) If A s G, then acl(A)n G = R(A). In particular, G = R(H). 
(ii) Zf ao, . . . , a,, are independent generics of G, then every b E cl*(ao, . . . , a,) is 
interalgebraic with some c E R(ao, . . . , a,). 
(iii) Let a E G, b E acl(a) irreducible. Then b is interalgebraic with some c E R(a) . 
Proof. (i) is [6, 5.21, (ii) follows from [6, 5.41 and the previous lemma, and (iii) is 
C6, 5.61. 0 
Proposition 19. G is the modular closure of H. In particular, it follows that there is 
a bound on the ranks of irreducible stacks in acl(H). 
Proof. We have to show (i) that there is a *-isomorphic embedding of H into G and 
(ii) that every irreducible element algebraic in G is interalgebraic with an element of G. 
Then G* = H* by (i) and _Y(H*) = Y(G*) = -Y(G). 
To show(i), by Lemma 17 we get an algebraic triangle {a, b, c}, where a is a generic 
of H and b is a generic of a basic H’ < G. Hence H and H’ are *-isomorphic. 
For (ii), assume c E G*. Choose a finite set D c Gnacl(c) such that U(c/D) is 
minimal. Since c is irreducible, it suffices to show that U(c/D) = 0. Suppose otherwise. 
Choose a finite set A c G of minimal size such that c E acl(AD) . By Lemma 7 we can 
assume that {c} WA is an algebraic set (in T(D)). Choose A’ realizing stp(A/c) 
independent from A over c. Let a E A and A” = A\(a). Then a E cl*(A’a”D), hence 
for some U’E R(A’), a”E R(A”) and dc R(D) we have a = a’+ a” + d. Let 
d’ = a - a” = a’ + d. We see that d’ E acl(Ac) nacl(A’c), hence d’ E acl(c). On the other 
hand d’$acl(D). Otherwise a E acl(a”D), contradicting the minimality of A”. Hence 
U(c/Dd’) < U(c/D), contradicting the choice of D. IJ 
Corollary 20. TheJield F is isomorphic to RfI where I = (4 E R: C$ is non-invertible}. 
Proof. Let cl0 denote the projective pre-geometry defined on G as above by 
aEcl&r, . ..) a,,) if there are al, . . . . M, E R such that u - If= 1 tliai has fewer than 
1 levels where 1 is the number of levels in the group. 
Since 4(G) has fewer than 1 levels whenever 4 E I, it follows that the associated 
geometry is coordinatized by R/I (see [S, Lemma 4.33). As the geometry associated to 
cl is coordinatized by F, it is enough to show that cl and cl0 coincide on G. 
Let a, bt, . . . , b, E G. Clearly, if a E cl(b,, . . . , b,), then for some irreducible element 
c E G with fewer than 1 levels, a E acl(bI, . . . , b,). SO a = * C~=I~ibi + YC for some 
ai, . ..a., y E R. AS a - Cy= laibi has fewer levels, it follows that a E clo(bt, . . . , b,). 0 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 6 we now turn to showing that G as an 
R-*-module comes close to having quantifier elimination. 
As in [6], for variables x1, . . . , x,,,, we call r(xr, . . . ,x,) an R-linear form if 
r = Cy= rai(xJ, for some ai E R. An R-linear equation is of the form z(i) = * 0 for some 
R-linear form T. A subgroup KEG” is called linearly defined if there is a finite 
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conjunction y(xi , . . . , x,) of R-linear equations and basic subgroups Bi E G such that 
X E K if and only if y(X) holds and xi E Bi, for i < m. 
Definition 21. Let K be an A-definable group. 
(i) An element a E K is called good if it is 0 or a generic of a basic subgroup of K. 
(ii) We say that K is a QE-*-module if for every basic subgroup H’sK” there is 
a linearly defined subgroup L such that Lo = H’. 
Proposition 22 (see Buechler [6, Proposition 5.81). The group G is a QE-*-module ouer 
End*(G). 
Corollary 23. The structure (G, R, Bi: Bi a basic subgroup) is totally categorical ifG- is 
definable. In particular, (G/G-) is totally categorical as an R-module. 
Proof. It is enough to show that there are only finitely many n-types over any finite set 
of parameters,. We procede by induction on n. 
For n = 1, any type p = tp(a#?) is the generic of a coset of some basic subgroup, so 
p is determined by formulae of the form x E bi + Bi and x $ bj + Bj for some b E W. It 
follows that for finite A there are only finitely many distinct types over A, all of which 
are isolated. 
Now assume the claim has been proved for n - 1 and let p = tp(q, . . . , an/A). By 
the inductive hypothesis, p’ = tp(aI, . . . , a,_ ,/A) is isolated by some formula 
4(x1, . . . , x,_~). Let 6 b e a tuple of irreducibles such that al, . . . , a,_ i Isa,. So 
&=*IC/(a,)=*z(a,, . ..) a,_ J for some R-linear forms ri and some +i E R. If G- is 
definable, this is definable by #(xi, . . . , x,), say, and p is isolated by the formula 
(4 A @)(x1, ... 3 x,). By the finiteness of R there are only finitely many R-linear forms, 
so the corollary follows. 0 
Since by [9] in any l-based group the only definable sets are boolean combinations 
of cosets of acl(@definable subgroups, Proposition 22 says that we have quantifier 
elimination “up to finite index”. While it might not be true that every strong type is 
realized by a good element, we can obtain this situation through factoring by some 
R-subspace (see [6, Lemma 6.11). 
Definition 24. An R-subspace B is a full basis if for all a E G\B there is a good 
a’ E a + B which is independent from B. 
Since every R-subspace contains G-, factoring by a full basis at the same time turns 
the factor module from a *-module into a true module which then, by Corollary 23, is 
totally categorical. 
Also, this factor module has “almost” quantifier elimination as an R-module, 
namely all pp-definable subgroups of G” are definable using only linear equations and 
(finitely many) predicates for subgroups of G. 
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To show the existence of a full basis we need the following definition: 
Definition 25. Let X s d,(%/B). Then X is a representing set over B if acl(X) realizes 
stp(b/B) for all b E L,(C/B) whenever stp(b/B) is nonmodular. 
Also recall the following fact from [ll, Proposition 3.133. 
Fact 26. If T is l-based, superstable ofjnite rank and p a nonmodular minimal type, 
then p1 A is modular if and only if there’is an a E acl(A) realizing p. 
Lemma 27. There exists a full basis B for G contained in acl(G). Zf G is totally 
categorical, we can choose B to be Jinite. 
Proof. Let GO be the unique rank 1 subgroup of G and let 1 be the number of levels and 
k be the weight of a generic of G. We define a full basis recursively in the following 
way: 
Let X1 &G1(G/Q)) be a representing set with dim(X1 nGO) > k, and B1 = acl(X1). 
Assuming Bi has been defined, let Xi+ 1 EGi(G/Bi) be a representing set and 
Bi+ 1 = acl(Xi+ 1). 
Let B = BI+ 1. If a 1 B, then let a’ realize stp(a/B) independent from a. So a - a’ is 
good and independent from B. 
Now suppose a J B. In order to show that B is a full basis we have to show that for 
a E G\B, p = stp(a/acl(a)n B) is realized by some a’ E B. Then b = a - a’ is a good 
element in a + B, and by the characterization of strong types in basic groups we have 
b 1 B. Let A = acl(a) n B. Note that A has fewer than 1 levels. We do induction on 
m = U(a/A). For m = 1, if stp(a/A) is not modular, it is realized in B by the construc- 
tion of B. If on the other hand stp(a/A) is modular, there is some b E e,(B) with bJA 
such that stp(b) is modular. So b and a are interalgebraic over A c B, but B is 
algebraically closed, so a E B. 
Now let m > 1. By the Coordinatization Theorem, there is some d E acl(a) such that 
stp(d/A) is minimal. If stp(d/A) was modular, it would follow as above that d E B. So in 
particular d E A, a contradiction. So stp(d/A) is not modular and therefore is realized 
by some e E B. Let f be an automorphism taking d to e and fixing acl(A), and let 
a’ = f (a). Then stp(a’/A) = stp(a/A) and e E acl(a’)n B, so stp(a’/A{e}) is realised in 
B by the induction hypothesis. 
It is clear from the construction that B can be chosen to be finite if G is totally 
categorical. 0 
Remark 28. The proof shows that in general any w-saturated model is a full basis 
for G. 
Corollary 29. If H is a totally categorical, irreducible, connected group, then there is an 
irreducible group G in acl(H) with H < * G and ajnite subgroup B c G such that G/B is 
a QE-module over End(G/B). 
In particular, every a E: G/B is good. 
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It is possible to generalize Theorem 8 to arbitrary totally categorical groups by 
embedding it into the direct sum of all basic subgroups of the modular hulls of its 
irreducible components taken as a module over some ring R’ (see [6, Section 51) and 
we leave the details to the reader. 
We say that algebraic closure is pseudo-modular on H if there is some k < o such 
that for all sets A u {b} c H and a E UC&A, b) there exist al, . . . , ak E ad(A) nH such 
that U E d(b, al, . . . ,&. 
Proposition 30. Zf H is as in Theorem 8, then algebraic closure is pseudo-modular on H. 
Proof. Let G be the modular closure of H as given by Theorem 8. We know that 
algebraic closure is modular on G, so for all {a, b} UZC H( c G) there is some 
z E Gnacl(Z) such that a E acl(b, z). 
From Corollary 26 we know that z = * I:= l~izi for some zi E Z c H and 
cli E End*(G). 
Clearly we can assume that xi # OLj for i #j. But by Lemma 10 End*(G) is finite. So 
we can take k < (End*(G)(. 
4. The U-rank 2 case 
In this section, let H be a unidimensional, connected, irreducible l-based group 
with 2 levels in which again all minimal types are locally finite. As before, let HO be the 
unique basic subgroup of H of U-rank 1. 
If H is totally categorical and U(H) = 2, we can give an explicit construction of the 
modular closure G of H. We will also show that the assumption about the local 
finiteness of the coordinatizing fields cannot be omitted by giving an example of 
a unidimensional, -based group of U-rank 2 with a minimal type coordinatized by an 
infinite field without bound on the ranks of irreducible stacks. In fact, since generics of 
such a group have weight 1, the proof of Lemma 16 shows that if we allow F to be 
infinite while keeping F,, finite, there can be infinitely many points of dimension k in 
a standard k-flat and, thus, there is no bound on the weight of irreducibles (cf. the 
example below). It turns out that in this example algebraic closure on H is not 
“pseudo-modular”, i.e. there is no bound k such that for all sets A c H and 
a E acl(b, A) there are a,, . . . , ak E acl(A)n H such that a E acl(b, al, . . . , ak). 
Corollary 31. Let G be the modular closure of H. Let R = End*(G), I its maximal ideal, 
and F = R/I be the residue field. Let FO be the residue field of End*(H) and let 
k = [F:FJ. Then GzHk/Kf or some basic subgroup K c Hk. If U(H) = 2, then K is 
the subgroup of Hk generated by (a - +i(a): a E Ho, i = 1, . . . , k}, where 4i is a *- 
isomorphism between the copy of the rank 1 subgroup H,, offirst and of the ith component 
of Hk. 
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Proof. Let RO = { /3 E R: /?In E End*(H) }. R a is a subring of R, and since for /? E I, P(G) 
sHO, Ra contains I as its maximal ideal. The restriction map p : Ra-+End*(H) is 
surje Aive: If a E End*(H) , and a E H is generic, then b = * au E acl(a), so there is some 
/? E R with b = * a(a). So BE R,, and &, = a. Furthermore Kerp E I: Let a = * 0 on 
H for a E Ra and a E G be generic. Since G = R(H), a = I;= lpibi for some 
pi E R, bi E H. Then a(u) = Ca/?ibi = ,YJ.Iiabi + yibi for some yi E I since pi and a com- 
mute modulo I. So a(u) E Ha; i.e. a E I. 
It follows that R,,/I g Fa. 
If a E R is such that a + I is a primitive element of F z R/Z over Fa z R,/I, then 
G = R(H) = CfZ,’ aiRa = C:Zo’aiHgHk/K. Since G has a unique rank 1 subgroup, 
K certainly contains the subgroup generated by {u - $i(a): a E H,,, i = 1, . . . , k}. 
Simply by rank considerations, if U(H) = 2, we obtain equality as (Cj<iajH)n 
a’H = Ha for all i < k. 0 
Since F 2 End*(H,,), the following theorem is now immediate. 
Theorem 32. If H is connected, irreducible unidimensionul and l-bused with 2 levels, and 
Ha is a *-vector space over the prime held, then H itself is its modular closure. If 
furthermore H is totally categorical with U(H) = 2, then H is a QE-*-module over 
End*(H), or equivalently, there is u$nite subgroup H- such that H/H- is a QE-module 
over End(H/H-). 
Note that in the totally categorical case of U-rank 2, it is not necessary to add extra 
predicates in order to get quantifier elimination as the only proper basic subgroup 
H,, is linearly defined. 
Starting now with a connected, irreducible, totally categorical group H of U-rank 
2 we show how to construct the corresponding group G. Fix H with U(H) = 2 and 
unique rank 1 subgroup Ha. 
Let R,, = End*(H), F = End*(H,) and Fa = R,,/Z, and fix representatives 
pi E Ra, i = 1, . . . , r, for Fa. Let k = [F: F,] and a E F\Fa be a primitive element of 
F over Fa, i.e. a’, . . . , ak-l is a basis for F over Fo. 
Let G’ = @= IHi, where each Hi is an isomorphic copy of H. 
We represent elements of R. and a as *-endomorphisms of G’: Every /3 E R. acts on 
G’ coordinatewise. For i c k - 1, a maps Hi to Hi+ 1 as the natural identification. To 
define a on Hk_ 1 we use the equality ak = x[<k/Jiral. For every a E Hk_ 1 there is 
a unique b E HI with a = a’-‘b. Let au = xl<kBi,a’b = akb. 
In this way we define an action of a on all of G’. Notice that this representation is 
a ring embedding of R. into End*(G’) . Hence we can define R = Ro[a] to be 
the subring of End*(G) generated by R. and a under the above representation. This is 
again a local ring with F zR/I’ where I’ is the maximal ideal of R, generated by I 
and a. R contains natural representatives for F given as linear combinations of ai over 
the pis. 
It is not hard to check that in R we have ak = Ccia’ for ci = pi,: 
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Obviously, it is enough to show that it holds for Ui E Hi. SO let US show it for i = 2: Let 
b E Hz, i.e. b = ora for some a E HI. Now a’(b) = akmlu = (0, . . . , a). On the other hand 
(*) y(b)= Cd-'(U)=(C,U, ...,Ck-lU,O)+Co~-'(U). 
I 
Now what iS Ci-'U? Let X =oI-'U, SO Ct(Xo, . . ..Xk-1)=(0.X,,, . . ..Xk_z)+ 
(C,-JXk-l,ClXk-1, . . ..Ck-1Xk-l)=(U.O, . . ..o). 
Now solving these linear equations, we get 
x0 = - (Cl/CO) a, . . . ) xk-2 = - (ck- l/c,,) a, xk- 1 = a/CO. 
Together with equation (*) we get the desired result. 
Remember that on the other hand Ho is a *-vector space over F and let for 
/I E F, a E Ho, @z)~” denote the scalar multiple /Ia E Ho. Note that for ai E Ro, 
(BiU)Ho = BiU. 
The subgroup K of G’ generated by {(flu)“’ - /?a: p E F, a E Ho} is definable and 
connected. 
The elements of I vanish on K, hence the elements of R. commute on K. It follows 
that K is invariant under Ro. Also K is invariant under a: Let b = (/?~)~o - /Ia 
for some /I E F, a E Ho. Then ab = a((/_?u)Ho - pa) = a(/hf’ - a/h = [(a/?~)~” - 
@?a] - [(c@u))HO - a(/?u)H”] E K. 
(Note that a/I might differ from the representative we fixed by an element of I, but 
since these elements vanish on K there is no problem.) 
Hence K is invariant under R, so R induces an action on G = G’/K. Note that 
factoring by K identifies all rank 1 subgroups of G’ and furthermore identifies the 
action of o! on Ho with the scalar multiplication on Ho. G is irreducible and certainly 
R s End*(G) . 
By Corollary 31, the modular closure of H is isomorphic to G (using 
4i(a) = /I(/!- ‘u)~’ for appropriate /I E F), so in particular G is irreducible. Now an 
irreducible, unidimensional group has a unique minimal subgroup and in this case its 
division ring of *-endomorphism is isomorphic to the residue field of the local ring of 
*-endomorphisms of this group. But this is also the residue field of R. Hence, if 
c1 E End*(G)\R, then we can assume that c( is noninvertible since both rings have the 
same residue fields. But then ~11 Hl E End*(H1) = Ro, so in fact a E R. 
In the above notation, H corresponds to {(a_, 0, . . . , 0) E G: a E H}. 
Let Y:End*(G) + End*(G) be the (unique) homomorphism such that 
Y(U)@) = * e, for all a E End*(G) (cf. [S]). As in [S], Ker Y = I, i.e. Im Y SF. 
We have ak = co + cla + ... + ck_lak-l, for some ciE Fo, i = 0, . . . , k - 1, and 
defines an embedding of F = R/I into Mk(Fo). 
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Thus, with the definition of the F-action as above @:F+M,(F,) makes the 
following diagram commute: 
Y: R = End*(G) + M,(F) 
1 t 
@: F = R/I --) MdFo) 
The following predicates how that acl on H is not modular. Let x0, . . . , xk_ 1 be 
generics of H independent over the first level, but satisfying - 3 = c$k_ r, for 
i=l, . . . . k - 2, and let a = C:Z,’ Clixi E G. Since the xi are independent over the first 
level and Mixi+ H for i # 0, there are no cl, . . . , c, E acl(x2, . . . , $)nH, for n < k - 1, 
such that a E &(x0, cl, . . . , c,). 
Then E(U) = CfZJ~l’+‘xi E H, as 
@ = (~f~,“a” ‘xi) +  @skXk _ 1 
= (Q, *.. ,_ xk-2) +  (COxk-1, clxk_1, .*. , ck-lxk-I) 
=(cOxk-I,& . . . ,o) 
EH -. 
With the same argument as before it is also clear that for a(a) there are no 
Cl, ... , C” E ucqxz, . . . ) xk)nH, such that a E ucl(x,, cl, . . . , c,) and n < k - 1. 
So we can define the following predicates Sk: 
k-l 
sk(.h x0, ... , xk-1) 0 y = 1 ai+‘xi. 
i=O 
If S,(b, ai, . . . , a& holds for b, al, . . . , ak E H, then in particular b E ucl(ul, . . . , ak). 
If we choose b, al . . . , al, as above, then for n < k - 1 there are no cl, . . . , c, E 
UC&U& . . . , a,)nH, such that b E ucl(uI, cl, . . . , c,). 
Clearly, Sk is definable in (G, +, R), so (H, +, Sk) has U-rank 2 and is not 
n-pseudomodular for n < k. 
4. I. Examples 
The following family of groups will serve as an illustration of the properties 
mentioned here: 
Let F be a finite field, F. c F a subfield, and k = [F : F,]. Let H = (F” x F”) and let 
R be the matrix ring generated by the set 
Writing the elements of H as column vectors, H becomes an R-module in a natural 
way, so (H, + , R) is a l-based group. 
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Define the projection 4 onto the first level to be 
0 0 
( > 10’ 
soHO=ker~={O}xF”=im$=~. 
To show that U(H) = 2 consider H as a module over the ring R’ containing 
R generated by the following elements: 
Since now both F” x (0) and (0) x F” are definable and the components of an 
element can be seperated and moved from the first component o the second, this is 
just a pair of vector spaces over F. 
Clearly, (H, +, R’) is EE,-categorical and has U-rank ( = Morley rank) 2. So, as 
a reduct (If, + , R) has U-rank at most 2, but since Ho is definable of U-rank 1 and 
infinite index in H it follows that (H, + , R) has U-rank 2, as desired. 
The following formula &x1, x2) shows that for k > 1, H does not even come close 
to having quantifier elimination. Let /I E F\FO and define 4(x1, x1) in the following 
way: 
33[(; 00) ,=x,,@ ;) Y=xi]* 
So 4 (x1, x2) holds if and only if x1, x2 E H,, and x1 = /?xz which certainly is not 
quantifier free definable in (H, + , R). 
As the modular closure of H we get G = (F”)’ x F” where End*(G) can be repres- 
ented as the ring of matrices generated by 
{(“b”’ ;):W}, 
where @ is the embedding defined above. 
Now the projection onto the first level corresponds to 
Q(l) 0 
( ) 0 0’ 
and G = im C#J = (F”)k x (0). So H,, = ker C#J = (0) x F”. The group H corresponds to 
F” x {O}k- ’ x F” and as a module G has almost quantifier elimination over End*(G) . 
The structure (H, + , Sk) with the predicates Sk defined as in the previous section is 
an example of a group (which is not already a q.e. module) having the End*(G)-module 
G as its modular closure. For k > 1, we have H # G. 
As an example of a l-based group on which algebraic closure is not pseudo- 
modular, we first construct a l-based group G of rank o. 
Let (H, + , R) be defined as above where now F = u.<, F,P is the direct limit of 
the finite fields Fpzn and F,, = Fp. F can be written as F,,[q, . . . , a,, . ..I where the 
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minimal polynomial of a, over F,[crr, . . . , a,_ J has degree 2. For any n, we have the 
embedding 
as above. Writing the elements of Fp2n-l as 2”-’ x 2”-‘-matrices over Fp we get 
a representation of Fpzn as 2” x 2” matrices over Fp. Since the scalars go to the diagonal 
under this embedding, the direct limit @: F + M,(F,) of the @,, exists. With 
G = (FO)” x F” and R the ring of matrices generated by the set 
the group (G, + , R) is again l-based. 
Denoting 
by 5. we can define the following predicates Pk on G. For k < o, define 
p,(y, x1, ... 9 Xzk) 0 y = @J&Xi + ... + &Xk. 
Clearly, these are definable in (G, + , R). 
If P,(b, al, . . . , ap) holds for b, al, . . . , ap E H\H,,, then in particular 
6 E ac&q, . . . ) up) but again we can find b, al, . . . , ask such that for n < 2’ - 1 there 
are no cl, . . . , c, E acl(a2, . . . , ap)nH with b E acl(a,, cl, . . . , c,). 
It is not hard to see that any group that is a reduct of a l-based group is still l-based 
(see e.g. [14, Ch. IV.3.11). 
This implies that (H, P,Jkcw is l-based superstable of U-rank 2 (since HO is definable 
as the subgroup on which the algebraic closure defined by the Pk is modular), but not 
pseudo-modular. 
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